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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Alberto has contributed to the dictionary with 117 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a pedales
Expression used to refer to a machine (especially of computer type) that works very slowly

agendista
Designer or executor of a political or economic agenda.  It applies especially to those who promote and implement the
2030 Agenda. 

alubio
Figuratively speaking, Jew, practicing the Mosaic religion

anglosionista
Concerning the Anglo-Saxons and the Zionist movement and the relations between them

aniseiconia
Alteration of binocular vision in which each eye sees images of a different size

antifonario
Buttocks, ass

antimadurista
Opposed or contrary to Nicolás Maduro, president of Venezuela, and his political regime, very dictatorial and repressive

as de oros
Archaism to refer to the butt, buttocks

ayusiano
Supporter or follower of Isabel Díaz Ayuso, PP politician and president of the Community of Madrid

ayusolatría
Excessive and exaggerated admiration for Isabel Díaz Ayuso

ayusomanía
Admiration and fervor towards Isabel Díaz Ayuso, president of the Community of Madrid

basuraleza
Neologism that refers to the set of waste generated by the human being and that are abandoned in nature, which results
in an alteration of the balance of ecosystems and all life that they harbor, both animal and vegetable. 

bienqueda
Person who seeks to look good with others even when he does not agree with what he must do to get it



bislama
Melanesian creole language, based mainly on English, and spoken in Vanuatu (where it has official status) and New
Caledonia

bolibanano
Humorous way of referring to the Venezuelan government (by "Bolivarian" and "banana"). 

bozal
Synonym of mask

bozalerdo
Of "muzzle" and "lerdo".  Individual of little intelligence and very given to be carried away by the media manipulation that
believes that he always wears a mask (or muzzle) and believes that it is an amulet that makes him immortal. 

burrocracia
Term derived from bureaucracy and applied to an inefficient and malfunctioning administration

capitalcomunismo
A system of organization that mixes elements of capitalism and communism.  A very real example is of today's China,
with repressive and authoritarian policies typical of communist regimes and a capitalist economy. 

carajote
Silly, dumb, asshole.  Word of habitual use in Andalusia, especially, Seville and Cádiz. 

charrúa
Uruguayan.  Currently that meaning is applied because the Charrúas are an ancient indigenous people of the north bank
of the Río de la Plata, of the region that corresponds to modern Uruguay

chemtrail
Chemical and whitish trail thrown into the air, probably with the intention of causing a modification of the weather

cisjordano
Native of the West Bank, territory of Palestine located west of the Jordan River and corresponding to the historical
regions of Judea and Samaria

comunistada
Repressive action that opposes the most essential freedoms.  It is a term equivalent to fascist. 

coñazovirus
Saturation and abundance of news about the coronavirus, which goes far beyond reason

corporatocracia
Excessive power of large companies



covidianizar
Turning an individual into a covidian, in the sense of believing in the official version of covid

covilerdo
Synonymous with covidiota, in the sense of an individual who believes in the official news about covid, without the
slightest critical spirit

covimongolo
Synonymous with covidiota: gullible and sparsely lit individual who believes that the coronavirus is a terrible pandemic,
at the level of black plagues. 

criollo
Language that is born in a community formed by people of different origins who do not previously have a common
language, for example, due to trade or slavery. 

dicmadura
Word used to refer to the political regime in force in Venezuela (very authoritarian and repressive), led by Nicolás
Maduro

diosa de ébano
Black woman of great beauty and physical attractiveness

downie
Person suffering from Down syndrome (genetic alteration caused by the presence of an extra chromosome) 

ebanófilo
Say of the man who feels physical and sexual attraction to black women and their physical features, especially hips and
buttocks.

embozalado
Who wears a mask, especially if it is very tight

empresaurio
Word used disparagingly, which is a mixture of entrepreneur and dinosaur.  It refers to that entrepreneur of retrograde
mentality, very low productivity and bases the profitability of his business, fundamentally, in the intensive exploitation of
labor. 

encular
Sodomize, practice anal sex

erteado
Person who is in a situation of ERTE (Expendant of Temporary Employment Regulation). 



estanflación
Word from the English "stagflation", which alludes to a mixture of stagnation of the economy and high inflation

farmafia
Term applied to the big pharmaceutical industry for its usual practices reminiscent of those of the mafias

fascistada
Repressive action that goes against the freedom of the people, typical of fascists

follabozales
Individual who wears a mask all the time (even at home or when driving alone), believes that others should also do so
and, otherwise, are irresponsible who contribute to the spread of the virus.  It is very similar to bozalerdo. 

gabacho
The most common meaning of gabacho is French.  In Mexico it is also used to refer to Americans (it is synonymous with
gringo). 

gazatí
Native of Gaza, Palestinian territory located near the Sinai Peninsula.  Plural , Gazans

gordibuena
Woman who has a few extra pounds, but is physically and sexually attractive

griego
Anal sex, sodomy

grivna
Legal tender in Ukraine

hacer caja
Raise or earn money, especially when it comes to large amounts

holodomor
Famine that occurred in the 30s in the Soviet Union, especially devastating in Ukraine, by Stalin's policies. 

jázaro
People who mixed Turkish and Indo-European elements, who formed in the Middle Ages an empire in Eastern Europe
and who converted to Judaism, being probably the origin of the Ashkenazis

judeofilia
Feeling of sympathy and admiration for the Jews, their history and culture



juntaletras
Untalented writer or fake journalist, especially if he is a liar and manipulator

kakistocracia
Rule of the worst, either by their incompetence or their immorality. 

kgb
Intelligence agency of the Soviet Union from 1954 until its fall in 1991.  Its letters are the initials of Komitet
gosudárstvennoy bezopásnosti (Committee for State Security). 

kievita
Natural or inhabitant of Kiev, capital of Ukraine

lateral
In football, a player who carries out his activity on one side of the field.  Its main mission is to contain the advances of
the opposing team by that band, although it can also do offensive tasks. 

lgtbi
Initials of the words Lesbians, Gays, ? Bisexual and Transgender.  It refers to people with the sexual orientations and
gender identities related to those four words. 

licencia
Authorization to exploit a patent

limburgués
Native to Limburg, historical region of the Netherlands (there is currently a belgian and a Dutch province bordering that
bear that name).  It is also the name of a dialect spoken in that area. 

londinización
Disproportionate increase in house prices, by similarity with London, a very expensive city in which many people with
skilled jobs are forced to live in shared flats

magufada
Idea or own action of magufos

mapamundi
Formerly, buttocks, ass, back of the human body

marronoide
Similar in color to brown.  It also applies to individuals. 

marrónido
Dark-skinned individual, similar in color to brown.  It usually has pejorative connotations. 



milanización
Long and deep decline of a historically great football team.  It is an allusion to AC Milan, an Italian team with an
extraordinary track record, which has spent many years below its usual level (for example, it was several seasons of the
last decade without playing European competitions). 

mindundi
Small-time or irrelevant character

mizrají
A Jew originating in the Near East, especially Syria, Mesopotamia and southern Arabia.  They tend to have very
accentuated Semitic features and are, therefore, the Jews who are most physically reminiscent of the Biblical Hebrews. 

monotemático
Person who talks about a single subject to the point of being boring and burdensome

multinacional
Company that has production and / or sales centers in many countries of the world. 

nacionalbolchevismo
A political movement that combines elements of fascism and Bolshevism. 

nadaplete
Word derived from treble, which refers to when a team does not get any title in the same season or period of time,
especially when it expected to win one. 

narcocracia
It would resemble a narco-state: a country where drug cartels run politics or have a great deal of influence over it.

narcoestado
A term of recent appearance that refers to that country whose political institutions are influenced by the power of drug
trafficking

nigga
Derogatory way of referring to blacks, derived from the English "nigger"

ojal
Eyelet.  anus, hole at the end of the digestive tract

orejona
Word that is popularly applied to the trophy of the Champions League or European Cup by the shape of its handles,
reminiscent of large ears

otánico



Belonging to or relating to NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization), an international political and military institution

países bajos
Currently this name is applied to Holland, officially called "Kingdom of the Netherlands".  But the historical concept of the
Netherlands, which comes from the time of Charles V, also includes Belgium and Luxembourg and is due to the fact that
these territories are practically at sea level.  The present Benelux therefore corresponds to the historical Netherlands. 

palangana
Sevillista, fan or follower of Sevilla Fútbol Club

panchito
Hispanic American of Indian or mestizo race, especially if he is from the Andean zone

pandero
Butt, buttocks, especially when large and bulky

papayatest
Name applied humorously to coronavirus tests, especially PCR, due to its poor reliability, because even papayas can
test positive

papayavirus
Word that is jokingly applied to refer to the coronavirus, after knowing (by the president of Tanzania) that even papayas
were positive for PCR tests

papo
Phlegm, excessive calmness with which something is done

pasokización
Collapse of a historical political party that has exercised power, in allusion to PASOK (Greek Socialist Party), which went
from governing with an absolute majority to having a marginal role.

pepero
Militant or sympathizer of the PP (Popular Party) 

perrángano
Lazy, lazy, pigeonhole.  It is a mixture of the terms "dog" and "drone", which also have that meaning and tries to
highlight that negative quality. 

petrojeque
Leader of an oil-rich country, especially the monarchies of the Arabian Peninsula

pigofilia
Physical and erotic attraction to human buttocks



pijoprogre
A person of high social and economic position who defends progressive ideas, such as mass immigration or reducing
meat consumption. 

pioletazo
Blow given with an ice axe

politicucho
Contemptuous of politician.  It usually applies to incompetent and corrupt politicians who ruin countries or only act out of
their own benefit and self-interest. 

politivago
Indolent politician with little interest in fulfilling his obligations

purria
Set of despicable or disgusting people

putinejo
Derogatory way to call the followers of Vladimir Putin, president of Russia

putiniano
Supporter or follower of Vladimir Putin, President of Russia

rikishi
Sumo wrestler, Japanese combat sport

romafobia
Aversion or hostility towards Roma or Roma

ruso del altiplano
An ironic expression to refer to South Americans in the highlands of the Andes who fervently support Russia and the
policies of its government, presided over by Vladimir Putin

sátrapa
Formerly the provincial governors of the Persian Empire were called this.  Currently, it is used to refer to any leader who
is excessively authoritarian or who abuses his power. 

separata
Separatist, supporter of separatism.  It applies especially to the Catalan separatists

sida vacunal
Immunodeficiency possibly induced by covid vaccines.  It is also called Vaccine-Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome. 
In English it is abbreviated as VAIDS (Vaccine-acquired immunodeficiency syndrome). 



sociata
Derived from socialist: militant or follower of the PSOE. 

talibán
By extension, very fanatical and intransigent person in any sense, by similarity with the Muslim sect of the same name

tiraflechas
Amerindian, indigenous to America.  This word is used in connection with Western films, in which Indians attack white
settlers with arrows. 

tocarse la seta
Do the lazy, laze

tragacionista
Attitude consisting in adopting without a critical spirit the opinions expressed unanimously by governments or entities of
power, whether political or factual (eg.  , non-independent press ) , of realities against which there are reasonable
doubts. 

trasero
Ass, buttocks, part of the body located between the end of the spine and the beginning of the thighs

trifásico
Very powerful plug (in the sense of influence or position obtained through it) 

tucán
Person who has a beak-like nose of the tropical bird of the same name

turco
Latin American of Lebanese, Syrian or Palestinian origin, since those countries of the Near East were at the time
provinces of the Ottoman Empire. 

ucronazi
Ukrainian who defends or sympathizes with Nazi ideology

ultraizquierda
Radical or extremist and populist political left.  It is usually equivalent to communism

vacunazi
The one that intends to impose the mandatory vaccination of covid, without attending to scientific or rational criteria

voxemita
Follower of the Vox political party, especially if it is very vehement or passionate.  The term is used by analogy with
podemita. 



voxero
Sympathizer or follower of Vox, a Spanish political party with a right-wing ideology

zelenskiano
Supporter or follower of Volodymyr Zelensky, President of Ukraine


